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Prior to the 1970s, most anthropologists and sociologists treated children as
the “have-nots” of culture. Understanding cultural processes (such as ritual)
was based on ethnographic research privileging the actions of adults. It was
assumed that children learned culture based on black-box, unidirectional
adult-to-child socialization.
Recently, anthropologists have begun to make use of child-centered research, a school of child anthropology that regards age relativism as an important lens for understanding cultural topics. I have studied American family ritual, including Easter, Christmas, the tooth fairy ritual, Hannukah, Halloween, and U.S. patriotic holidays (Memorial Day and Independence Day),
through a “two-eyed” lens: one eye on children, and one eye on adults. This
two-eyed lens allowed an analytical approach to understand and interrelate
both children’s and adults’ vantage points and interpretations.
This lecture will review four principles emanating from “two-eyed” ethnographic research, drawing on ethnographic findings to illustrate and document each principle:
1) Ritual is experienced largely through sensory aesthetics and embodied
action; children take substantial meaning from ritual through sensory metaphors, not necessarily through adult-intended didactics or explanation.
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2) Rituals do not represent adult-to-child transfers of cultural content, but
rather dialogic and multidirectional influences that involve reciprocal transfers of meaning, from old to young and from young to old.
3) Children hold symbolic power during ritual by virtue of the fact that the
life stage of childhood holds systematic cultural associations for adults including (in the US context) carefree innocence, hope for the future, growth
and fertility, and nostalgia for prior stages of life. Adult interpretations of
ritual make selective use of these sorts of symbolic meanings, thus granting
children considerable indirect semiotic leverage during ritual.
4) Children’s and adults’ meanings during ritual are not mirror images nor
are they duplicative. Rather, the vantage points of children and adults lend
contrapuntal dynamics to ritual, in which expectations and interpretations
are set in contrast between the mature and young. Festive family ritual proceeds generation-by-generation, but not in unison. As adults and children
engage, ritual allows for intricate polyphonism and multivocality across age
groups.

